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The interleaving effect is a general learning
phenomenon
Motor Skills

Shea & Morgan (1979)
Pigott & Shapiro (1984)
Goode & Magill (1986)
Hall et al. (1994)
Smith & Davies (1995)

The interleaving effect is a well-established,
robust learning phenomenon
Cognitive Skills

Hatala et al. (2003)
Kornell & Bjork (2008)
Birnbaum et al. (2012)
Tauber et al. (2013)
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The interleaving effect is a well-established,
robust learning phenomenon
Academic learning

Rohrer & Taylor (2007)
Rohrer et al. (2014)
Zulkiply et al. (2012)

Topics in most courses are structured
in discrete blocks
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Concepts in most textbooks are
structured in discrete blocks

But course tests are usually cumulative
A statistics teacher compares his two classes to see if they
performed differently on the final exam. Class A had 25 students,
M= 70, and SD = 15. Class B had 20 students, M = 74, and SD =
25. Did the two classes perform differently on the final exam?

Independent t-test

Researchers want to test a new anti-hunger weight loss pill. They
have 10 people rate their hunger both before and after taking the
pill. Does the pill do anything?

Dependent t-test

In the population, the average IQ is 100. A team of scientists
wants to test a new medication to see if it has either a positive or
negative effect on intelligence, or no effect at all. A sample of 30
participants who have taken the medication has M = 140 with SD
= 20. Did the medication affect intelligence?

One sample t-test

Researchers want to test a new anti-anxiety medication. They
split participants into three conditions (0mg, 50mg, and 100mg),
then asked them to rate their anxiety level on a scale of 1-10. Are
there any differences between the three conditions?

One way ANOVA
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Choosing a statistics test is hard because
students must infer it
A statistics teacher compares his
two classes to see if they
performed differently on the final
exam. Class A had 25 students,
M= 70, and SD = 15. Class B had
20 students, M = 74, and SD =
25. Did the two classes perform
differently on the final exam?

Choose the
statistics test
Executive
procedure

IV # of groups?
DV
main question

Independent t-test

Define null and alternative hypotheses
State alpha
State decision rule
Calculate degrees of freedom
Calculate test statistic
State results and conclusion

Problems that look alike may require
different statistics tests
A statistics teacher compares his
two classes to see if they
performed differently on the final
exam. Class A had 25 students,
M= 70, and SD = 15. Class B had
20 students, M = 74, and SD =
25. Did the two classes perform
differently on the final exam?

Choose the
statistics test

Independent t-test

A statistics teacher wants to test a
new method of teaching that
improves final exam performance.
He examines test scores for 70
students both before and after
implementing his teaching method.
Does the method increase student
performance on the final exam?

Dependent t-test

Executive
procedure
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Problems that don’t look alike may
require the same statistics tests
A statistics teacher compares his
two classes to see if they
performed differently on the final
exam. Class A had 25 students,
M= 70, and SD = 15. Class B had
20 students, M = 74, and SD =
25. Did the two classes perform
differently on the final exam?

Choose the
statistics test

Independent t-test

Researchers want to test a new antihunger weight loss pill. They have two
groups. One group had 45 people that
took the pill with M hunger level = 4.2
and SD = 1.1. The other group had 50
people who did not take the pill with
M hunger level = 7.2 and SD = 2.3.
Does the pill affect appetite?

Independent t-test

Executive
procedure

Research Questions
1. Can interleaved practice schedule promote the
learning of statistics concepts?
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Does the interleaving benefit generalize
to the learning of statistics concepts?
Study Phase

Test Phase

3 Statistics Concepts
3 study problems per concept

Time
Sana et al. (2017)

Does the interleaving benefit generalize
to the learning of statistics concepts?
Study Phase

Concept A
Kruskal-Wallis Test

Concept B
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test

Concept C
Chi-Squared Test

25sec each

We want to know if taller men are more likely
to be single than to be committed. From a We want to know if a new teaching strategy
random sample, participants are divided into
can increase academic performance. FromWe
a want to know if some pasta recipes take
more cooking time than others. From a
three groups based on if they are
random sample, participants are divided into
single/widowed,, married/common law, or inthree
a groups based on if they are taught a random sample, participants are divided into
relationship. All participants record their height
three
lesson via Strategy X, Strategy B, or Strategy groups based on if their pasta recipe is
in inches. Is there a difference in height
Italian, or Indonesian. All participants
Y. All participants write a test at the end ofIndian,
the
among the groups?
lesson. Is there a difference in test scores record the number of minutes it took them to
cook the pasta. Is there a difference in cooking
among the groups?
time among the groups?
We want to know if the acupuncture
treatment is effective to cure chronic back
pain. From a random sample, participants We want to know if alcohol can have a
significant effect on performance. From a We want to know if hormone therapy can
are asked to rate their level of back pain
before the treatment begins, and again afterrandom sample, participants write a test decrease the distance females can run. From
a random sample, participants’ running time is
the treatment ends. Is there a significant before they are given an alcoholic beverage,
and again an hour after they drink the
recorded before they undergo hormone
change in reported pain after the
alcoholic beverage. Is there a significant therapy, and again after they undergo
acupuncture treatment was given?
change in test performance after the alcohol
hormone therapy. Is there is a significant
was consumed?
difference in the distance run after being given
hormone therapy?
We want to know if IPhone users are more
likely to have Apple laptops compared to
We want to know if colour blindness is
Blackberry users? From a random sample,
inherited and passed on from the father to
participants are categorized as using an
We want to know if young males are more
their children. From a random sample,
iPhone or Blackberry, and whether they own
likely to get into motor vehicle accidents than
participants are categorized as being colour
an Apple laptop or a regular laptop. Is using
old males. From a random sample,
blind or not, and whether their father is
an IPhone related to having an Apple lapto?
participants are categorized based on whether
colour blind or not. Is colour blindness in
they are young or old, and whether they got
children related to paternal colour blindnes?
into accidents within the past year or not. Is a
male driver’s age related to motor accidents?
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